Homologous DNA targeting with RecA protein-coated short DNA probes and electron microscope mapping on linear duplex molecules.
We demonstrate that RecA protein-coated, short single-stranded DNA probes paired with a specific homologous DNA sequence in a linear duplex target molecule and accurately targeted the selected DNA sequence. RecA protein-coated complementary ssDNA probes were reacted with linear duplexes, and the homologously paired molecules were observed by electron microscopy. The sites of interaction between the RecA protein-coated DNA probes and the uncoated duplex DNA targets were directly visible on individual target DNA molecules by high-resolution darkfield electron microscopy, without chemical fixation or sample shadowing. The efficiency and specificity of pairing were verified with 446 and 222 base single-stranded DNA probes that shared no homology with one another, and several linear duplex target DNAs with their respective probe homology sites at different locations with respect to the ends of the double-stranded DNA molecules. Measurements of the position of RecA protein-coated probes paired to individual target molecules, observed at high magnification, showed that DNA probes specifically paired at their corresponding homologous target sequences. This RecA protein-mediated DNA mapping method allows homologous sequence positioning and gene mapping on individual double-stranded DNA molecules. Targeting reactions in which two different probe/target sites were 900 bases apart on a single duplex target molecule allowed both sites to be mapped in the same targeting reaction; although targets displaying both probes simultaneously were seen much less frequently than expected. The possible torsional or mechanistic constraints related to these reactions are briefly discussed.